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What Is Zakah?
From an Islamic perspective there are five basic duties of worship
that a Muslim has to perform in order to raise the foundations of his
or her faith, this is why these five duties are often described as “The
Pillars of Islam”. These five duties include:
1) Declaring ones faith in one true God called Shahadah
2) Performing prayers five times a day called Salah
3) Paying annual charity called Zakah
4) Fasting during the 9th lunar month of Ramadhan called Saum
5) Performing pilgrimage to Kabah once in life called Hajj.
As you can see Zakah forms the all important pillar of these basic
duties and is obligatory on every individual who fits the criteria for
paying it.
Out of the five pillars of Islam, Zakah is the socio-financial one. By
performing Zakah along with Tawhid (belief in the oneness of God)
and establishing prayers a person becomes Muslim. As a member of
the Muslim community he or she deserves the brotherhood and
allegiance of Muslims, as indicated by the Quranic verse
"But if they repent, establish prayers, and practice Zakah they are
your brethren in faith" (9:11)
Even though Zakah is usually mentioned with the methods of
worship of Islam, such as prayer, it is in fact a part of the sociofinancial system of Islam. For that reason it is always studied under
the heading of Financial and Political Issues of the Islamic Society.
Therefore, it is no wonder that Muslim scholars are eager to analyze
the details of Zakah from all angles.
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The Meaning of the Word Zakah
Zakah in language is an infinitive of the verb Zakah. Zakah means to
grow and to increase. When it is said about a person, it means to
improve, to become better. Consequently Zakah is blessing, growth,
cleanliness, and betterment. In Lisan al Arab it is said,
"The root of the word Zakah in Arabic means cleanliness, growth,
blessing, and praise. All these meanings of the word are used in
Qur'an and Hadith."
It seems to be most obvious according to al Wahidi and others that
the root "Zakah" means increase and growth. For example, with
respect to plants it means to grow and with respect to things, it means
to increase. But since plants grow only if they are clean of insects
and other detrimental things, then the word "Zakah" implies
cleanliness and cleansing. If it is used with respect to persons, Zakah
then means betterment and righteousness. You may say a man is
"zaki"; that is, he has good character, or you may say that the judge
"Zakah" the witnesses to mean he shows that they are of a higher
level in their testimony.
In Islamic legal structure called Shariah the word Zakah refers to the
determined share of wealth prescribed by God to be distributed
among deserving categories. It is also used to mean the action of
payment of this share. According to al Nawawi's report from al
Wahidi, this share of wealth is called Zakah because it increases the
funds from which it is taken and protects them from being lost or
destroyed. Ibn Taimiyah said that the inner soul of the Zakah payer
becomes better, and his wealth becomes cleansed. Growth and
cleanliness are not restricted to the zakated assets themselves, but
reach out to the person who pays Zakah, in accordance to the verse
"Out of their wealth take Zakah so that might purify and sanctify
them". (9:103)
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Al Azhari says: it makes the poor grow too, meaning that Zakah
creates psychological and material growth for the rich in his soul and
wealth.
Zakah, as known in Shariah is sometimes called in the Qur'an and
Sunnah as "sadaqah", to the extent that al Mawardi said
"Sadaqah is Zakah, and Zakah is sadaqah. They are two names for
the same thing." (Al Ahkam)
God says,
"Of their wealth take sadaqah so that might purify and sanctify them"
(9:103) and
"And among them are men who slander you in the matter of
Sadaqat" (9:58) and "Sadaqat are for the poor and the needy."(9:60)
Prophet Pbuh said
"There is no sadaqah in what is less than five Wasq. There is no
sadaqah in what are less than five camels and there is no sadaqah in
what is less than five uqiyah." (Bukhari/Muslim)
Addressing Mu'adh when sent to Yemen the Prophet said
"Inform them that God has prescribed sadaqah on their funds, to be
taken from their rich."
All these texts were talking about Zakah while using the word
sadaqah, even the Zakah collector and distributor is called Musaddiq.
But In the later history of Islam, sadaqah was traditionally used to
mean only Voluntary charitable donations given to beggars destitute.
But such a tradition must not be allowed to mislead us and divert us
from the meaning of the word at the time when Qur'an was being
revealed.
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Poverty in the Past
The most important aspect of paying Zakah is its purpose, which is to
alleviate poverty and prevent the concentration of wealth amongst a
select few! Poverty and destitution are as old as history. It is fair to
say that all human communities have had some people who called for
the care of the poor. Feeling for others' sufferings never ceased
throughout the history of humanity and attempts to provide relief and
to solve Problems continue in all civilizations. In spite of all that, the
conditions of those less fortunate have remained extremely bad. It
has always been a dark spot on human history. All societies,
including the modern ones, have been guilty of such injustice and
they did not follow the humanitarian advice of their philosophers not
their Prophets!
In fact in every nation that existed on earth one could easily
recognize two classes of people, the rich and the poor. The rich class
exercised power and always became richer and inflated while the
deprived class was weak and smashed down to earth. With that
contradiction the social structure of that civilization would eventually
fall apart, with the rich wondering why everything was deteriorating.
Egypt in its early history was like a godly paradise on earth,
producing all kinds of goods that were more than abundant for its
people and at the same time its poor classes could not find even the
mere sustenance of food, because the rich class left nothing of
substance for them. When the great famine hit Egypt during the
region of the XII dynasty, poor people sold themselves as slaves to
the rich who made them even suffer more. In ancient Babylon the
situation was the same. The poor had no rights to the fruits of their
land in spite of huge production. The ancient Persia, Greece, and
other kingdoms were also similar. The poor were driven by whips
and sticks to lowest jobs and were punished severely and sometimes
savagely slaughtered for the slightest errors. In Sparta the rich left for
the poor rocky lands that were not fertile, so they lived on suffering.
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In Athens, the rich used to sell the poor as slaves if they failed to pay
tolls imposed on them. In Rome, the source of Western law, the rich
ruled over the whole nation, distinct and high-ranked, reducing
others to untouchables compared to them. The poor were forced to
obey them and this often forced them to escape and find their way
out of Rome. As described by Mitchell said about the Roman
Empire:
“The poor were descending deeper and deeper into poverty while the
rich were increasing their wealth. When the Roman Empire was
abolished and European kingdoms rose in its place, the plight of the
poor became even worse. They used to be sold with the land like
livestock under the feudal system of these kingdoms.”

The voice of heavenly religions was louder in calling for care of the
poor and powerless than other secular systems, for the former had
deeper effects than any human philosophy or man-made law. I
cannot believe any Messenger of God to have passed through the
world without calling for the care of the poor, which is called in the
Qur'an Zakah. In the Qur'an, which is the most authentic heavenly
document existing, on earth today, we find mention of the messages
of Ibrahim, Ishaq, and Ya'qub. God says:
"And We made them leaders, who guide men by our command, and
We sent inspiration to do good deeds, to establish regular prayers,
and to practice Zakah, and they constantly served Us." (21:73)
Ismail’s message is described following:
"And also mention in the story of Ismail who was strictly true to
what he promised. He was an apostle and a Prophet and he enjoined
on his people prayer and Zakah, and he was most acceptable in the
sight of his Lord." (19:54)
We also see the pledge of bani Isra'il:
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"And we took a covenant. from the children of Israil: worship none
but God, treat with kindness your parents and kindred and orphans
and all those in need, speak fair to the people, be steadfast in prayer,
and practice Zakah. Then did ye turn back except a few among you,
and ye backslide". (2:83)
In another verse this pledge is described
"God did afore time take a covenant from the children of Israil, and
We appointed twelve captains among them and God said I am with
you if you establish regular prayer, practice Zakah, believe in
apostles, honour and assist them and loan to God a magnificent loan.
Verily I will wipe out from you your evils, and admit you to gardens
with rivers flowing beneath, but if any of you after this resisted faith
he has surely wandered from the path of rectitude.(5:12)
The message of Jesus pbuh is described by his own words as a baby
in the cradle
"And He (God) has enjoined on me prayer and Zakah as long as I
live” (19:31)
About the People of the Book in general, God said,
"And you have been commanded no more than this: To worship God,
offering Him sincere devotion, be true in faith, establish regular
prayer and practice Zakah, and that is the religion right and straight.
(98:5)

Islam At forefront
Islam is unprecedented in the extent of its care for the poor and its
zest to solve the problem of poverty whether through directives and
recommendations that exhort Muslims to have mercy on the poor, by
means of legislation and laws, or through implementation and
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application. It is apparent that as early as the first few months of the
Makkan period when Muslims were still a handful of men and
women prevented from practicing and calling for this new way of life
and not constituting a political entity, and yet we see that the humane
social aspect of Islam -- caring about the poor and the destitute, was
highly evident. This concept is expressed in the Qur'an as "feeding
the poor", "spending of the sustenance that God has provided", "a
right to he who asks and to the deprived who does not ask", or "a
right to the destitute and the wayfarer", and sometimes, the term
"establishing Zakah", is used!
As an example in surah Muddathir, one of the very early revelations
of the Qur'an, we are shown a scene from the Day of Judgment. The
righteous people in their heavenly gardens inquire of the disbelievers
and liars whom the fires of Hell encompass, what were the reasons
for their punishment. Among those reasons are neglecting the rights
of the poor, letting him be beaten by hunger, nakedness, and
suffering, and turning their faces away from him. God says:
"Every soul will be held in pledge for its deeds except the
companions of the right hand they will be in gardens of delight. They
will question each other and ask of the sinners, 'What led you into
hellfire?' They will say, 'we were not of those who prayed, nor were
we of those who fed the indigent, but we used to talk vanities with
vain talkers and we used to deny the Day of Judgment” (74:38-46)

The Obligation of Zakah
In Madina, Muslims community had constructed their own society,
political power and a state. This was not so in Makkah.
Consequently, Islamic requirements took a new form that was
suitable to this stage. These requirements now became specific and
well-defined laws and regulations, while they were, in Makkah,
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general directions and advices. The authority of the state could now
be counted on in the execution of these requirements, in addition to
the motivation of faithfulness. The characteristics of this new
Madinan era are clear in the treatment of Zakah. The law determines
the kinds of wealth on which Zakah is required, the conditions for its
obligation, its percentages and ratios, and the areas of disbursement
of its receipts, as well as the institution that organizes and
administers Zakah.
In Madinan Suras, there is a very clear directive for the payment of
Zakah which is emphasized in different styles as in surah al Baqarah,
"And establish prayers and practice Zakah." (2:110)
Madinan verses on Zakah are too numerous to list here, therefore I
have selected surah al Tawbah as an example, a surah which is
among the latest revelations.
"But even so, if they repent, establish prayer, and practice Zakah,
they are your brethren
in faith. Thus do we explain the signs in detail for those who
understand." (9:11)
Conversion from disbelief to become a member of the Muslim
community cannot be done without repentance from associating
partners with God, establishment of prayer, in which all
Muslims share submission to God, and the practice of Zakah, by
which Muslims help one another and establish socio-economic
solidarity. Scholars as early as the era of the Companions point out
an important issue in the Quranic style, that is, the continuous
association of Zakah and prayers. One of them is seldom mentioned
without the other.
Abdullah bin Masud says:
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"You are ordained to establish prayer, to practice Zakah, and he who
does not practice Zakah his prayer is meaningless" (Tabari)
Ibn Zaid says:
"Prayer and Zakah were prescribed together. One is not alienated
from the other."
He read the verse
'But if they repent, establish prayer, and practice Zakah, they are
your brethren in faith',
As indication above, that God does not accept prayer without
Zakah." Ibn Zaid continued, "May the mercy of God be on Abu Bakr
for his great understanding" (Tabari), in reference to Abu Bakr's
saying that we should not make a distinction between two things God
associated with each other.
The Prophet pbuh affirmed in Madinah the obligation of Zakah. He
pronounced its importance and rank in the religion as one of the
principal pillars. He encouraged its performance, and strongly
warned against rejecting its payment. All this came in many sayings
and styles. We see it in the reputed saying about when Jibril came to
teach Muslims their religion by politely questioning the Prophet: He
asked the Prophet pbuh
"What is Islam? The Prophet pbuh , answered,
"Islam is to testify that there is no deity but God and Muhummed is
the messenger of God. To establish prayer, perform Zakah, fast
Ramadan, and make pilgrimage to the House if you can go there."
(Agreed upon)
In the famous saying narrated by Ibn 'Umar,
"Islam is founded on five: giving witness that there is no deity but
God and Muhammad is the messenger of God, establishing prayer,
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practicing Zakah, fasting Ramadan, and pilgrimage to the House of
God for whoever can reach it" (Agreed upon).
In these two sayings and in many others, the Messenger pbuh
declared that the pillars of Islam are five, among them Zakah is the
third. Zakah is declared as the third pillar in Sunnah as well as in
Qur'an, without which the structure of Islam does not stand.
In some sayings the Prophet (p) only mentioned some of those
pillars, but he always mentions prayer and Zakah in the forefront of
what he calls for and takes covenant on. An example is the saying
narrated by Ibn 'Abbas in Bukhari and Muslim. The Prophet pbuh,
when he sent Mu'adh to Yemen told him,
"You are going to folks from the People of the Book. Call upon them
to testify there is no deity but God and I am the messenger of God. If
they obey you in that, inform them that God prescribed upon them
five prayers every day and night. If they obey you in that, inform
them that God obligated them to practice sadaqah to be collected
from their rich individuals and rendered to their poor individuals. If
they obey you in that, then carefully avoid their other wealth and
valuables. Be very fearful of the prayer of an oppressed person since
there is no barrier between such a prayer and God"
The hadith mentions only prayer and Zakah in order to show how
much special importance God has given to them, especially when the
matter is the call to Islam. These two tenets, along with the
declaration of faith, should be sufficient indication of Islam, as it is,
in the verse "But if they repent, establish prayer and perform Zakah
they are your brethren in religion." (This saying also indicated the
assignment of workers to collect and distribute Zakah and that
payment and distribution of Zakah is not left to the individuals'
initiative.)
Bukhari reports from Jabir bin Abdullah,
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"I gave pledge to the Prophet pbuh to establish prayer, perform
Zakah, and give sincere advice to each Muslim".

Strong Warning Against
not Paying Zakah
Several sayings mention the warning the Messenger pbuh gave to
those who reject the payment of Zakah. Warning of severe
punishment in the hereafter is aimed at awakening dormant hearts
and shaking miserly souls to give by both positive encouragement
and fear of punishment. If they do not perform this duty with
awakened conscience, the power and authority of the state is used to
collect Zakah.
Bukhari reported from Abu Hurairah, The messenger of God, pbuh
said:
"He who is given wealth by God but he does not pay its Zakah, that
wealth is made for him, on the Day of Judgment, the form of a huge
bald serpent with two horns, encircling that person and squeezing
him all day, then holding him by lips telling him, 'I am your wealth,
your treasure that you hoarded'. Then the Prophet quoted the verse,
'and let not those who covetously withhold the gift that God hath
given them of His grace, think that it is good for them. Nay, it will be
the worse for them. Soon shall the things which they covetously
withheld be tied to their necks like a collar on the Day of Judgment'.
In another saying, Muslim reports that the Prophet pbuh said:
"He who owns gold and silver and does not pay the dues on them
they will be made, on the Day of Judgment, like sheets heated by the
fire of Hell. His front, back and sides will be ironed with these sheets
on a day which is as long as fifty thousand years, until judgment is
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given to all human beings and he will be shown his way to the
Garden or to the Fire. He who owns cattle or sheep and does not
give their dues, they will be brought on the Day of Resurrection to
stamp on him with their hoofs and pinch him with their horns. When
the last one finishes with him the first will be brought again to
continue that stamping and pinching until God gives judgment to all
his servants, on a day that is as long as fifty thousand years of yours.
Then he will be shown his way to the Garden or to the Fire."
The Sunnah did not merely warn of punishment in the Hereafter for
those who do not pay Zakah, but went on to warn them of a
punishment in this life, punishment from God and a penalty from the
State. A hadith states,
"There are no people, who do not pay Zakah, left without being made
to suffer by God through disasters, or famine or drought"
(Bayhaqi/Tabarani)
In another saying,
"Any people who do not pay Zakah on their wealth, verily they will
be prevented rain from sky except for animals and livestock" (Ibn
Majah) and also,
"Zakah is never intermingled with any amount of wealth without
destroying and rotting it" (Bukhari/Bayhaqi)
This saying has two meanings according to al Mundhiri: Firstly, that
whenever due Zakah is not paid it will be a cause for ruining that
wealth. This meaning is upheld by another hadith that states
"Whenever any amount of wealth is destroyed in the land or in the
sea it could be because it’s Zakah was not paid." (Tabarani)
Secondly; if a person receives Zakah without deserving it and mixes
it with his own wealth, that could become a reason for destroying all
his wealth, according to Imam Ahmad.
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Differences Between Zakah in
Islam and Charity
Firstly, Zakah in Islam is not a mere charity left to the righteousness
of individuals, as part of their good deeds. It is rather an essential
pillar of this religion, one of its major duties and the second of its
main four forms of worship. Not paying it is like going astray. He
who denies its obligation is considered a disbeliever, It is an
obligation supported by the ethical values of Islam as well as by the
power of law in the Islamic country.
Secondly, Zakah is a right of the poor in the wealth of the rich; a
right decided by the true Owner of wealth, God and imposed on
those who have been given control of that wealth by Him. Zakah thus
does not humble or humiliate the receiver nor does it make the rich
get a higher rank, ethically or socially.
Thirdly, Zakah is a recognized and defined due, determined by
Shariah so that Muslims may know with clarity the ratios, conditions,
and exemptions of this due.
Fourthly, the Islamic government is charged with the responsibility
of collecting Zakah and distributing it. Zakah is in this respect like a
tax that must be collected and not like a contribution that is granted.
The Qur'an states,
"Take out of their wealth sadaqah" and the Sunnah says, "to be taken
from the rich".
Fifthly, the state has the right to penalize those who refuse to pay
Zakah. This penalty may include a fine of as much as half the assets
as mentioned in the saying,
"we shall take it along with half the wealth of the rejecter".
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Sixthly, any group of people that think of using force in resisting the
payment of Zakah would be fought by the Islamic government. War
is declared on them until they accept to pay the due on their wealth,
imposed by God, for the welfare and upliftment of the poor.
Seventhly, the individual Muslim is called upon to establish this
essential obligation of Islam even if the state does not collect it, since
the payment of Zakah is in itself a worship that a Muslim offers to
his Lord. If the government does not require its collection, it is
required by the faith and by the Quran. Each Muslim should know of
all the rulings of Zakah so he or she may pay it according to the
conditions stipulated in Shariah.
Eighthly, the proceeds of Zakah are not left to government or to
religious leaders or priests to determine their distribution. The
distribution of Zakah and the deserving categories are determined in
the Quran in the verse
"Sadaqat are only for the poor, the needy,..." (9:60)
Sunnah brought the details of distribution. It is known from human
experience that righteousness is not achieved by merely collecting
the right dues. The disbursement of the proceeds is even more
important, so the messenger of God (p) announced that neither he nor
any member of his family and descendents were allowed to take any
part of the proceeds of Zakah. Zakah is taken from the rich in every
area and rendered to the poor in that same area.
Ninthly, Zakah is not merely a means of temporary relief to the
immediate needs of the poor and to attenuate his misery, leaving him
in the long run to his poverty. Zakah aims at eliminating poverty and
making the poor at least self sufficient, helping them with sufficient
financial means to enable them to work and produce for their own
sustenance, Zakah is a periodical due repeated each year, aimed at
raising the level of living of the poor.
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Tenthly, Zakah in its disbursement aims at achieving several
spiritual, moral, social and political purposes. For that reason, it may
be spent for the reconciliation of hearts, for the liberation of slaves,
for those who are in debt, and for the sake of God in the widest
meaning of the word.
With these characteristics of Zakah that are so distinct from alms in
other religions, we realize that Zakah is an institution unique in its
characteristics and features. It is different from taxes and other dues
in as much as it is different from alms known in other religions.

On Whom Is Zakah Obligatory
There is an agreement among Muslim jurists that Zakah is obligatory
on the Muslim who has reached puberty, who is sane, who is free,
and who owns the minimum assigned, Nisab, according to the
conditions in Shariah. Nonmuslim citizens of an Islamic country are
exempt from paying the Zakah.

Assets on which Zakah is payable
The Qur'an does not define the categories of zakatable wealth nor
does it provide the required percentages in Zakah. It is left to Sunnah
to give, by example or by directives, details of the general Quranic
command and to convert the theoretical axioms of the Qur'an into a
living reality in human life. The Prophet pbuh was assigned this
responsibility and he is the one who knows most about what God
ordains in His Holy Book. God says,
"And we have sent down unto thee the message that you may explain
clearly to people what is sent for them and that they may give
thought" (16:44)
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It must be realized, however, that the Qur'an mentions a few kinds of
zakatable assets, such as
(1) Gold and silver, in the verse "And there are those who hoard gold
and silver and spend it not in the way of God. Announce unto them a
most grievous penalty" (9:34)
(2) Crops and fruits that are referred to in "Eat of their fruit in their
season, but render the dues that are proper on the day that the harvest
is gathered" (6:141)
(3) Earnings of trade and other business enterprises, referred to in
the verse, "0 ye who believe, give of the good things which ye have
earned," (2:267) and
(4) What is drawn from beneath the earth, "And of that which we
have produced for you from the earth" (2:267)
Except for these items, the Qur'an mentions Zakah in general and the
word amwal [assets or wealth] in its plural form, such as in the verse,
"Out of their wealth take sadaqah so by it you purify and sanctify
them," (9:103) and
"In their wealth and properties is the right of the poor, he who asks,
and he who is deprived" (51:19)
Thus the Zakah is payable on Gold, Silver, Agricultural produce,
livestock and any form of business earnings.
We will focus on money in this book to set the criteria for Zakah.
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ZAKAH ON MONEY
Gold and silver are useful precious metals. Many nations have used
gold as money and a measure of value. Shariah considers gold and
silver growing wealth by definition and they are zakatable whether
they are used in the form of coins or bullion, or even as ornaments
and decorative materials. However, they carry a different ruling
when they are used as women's ornament and jewellery.
When the Messenger pbuh was receiving revelation, Arabs used
these two metals as money. Gold was used in the form of the coin
dinar, and silver in the form of the coin dirham. Dinars and dirhams
came to Arabia from the neighbouring kingdoms, gold mainly from
the Byzantines and silver mainly from the Persian Empire. Dirhams
had different weight, heavy and light, and so pre-Islamic Makkans
used silver dirhams by weight and not by number, as if they were not
minted. They had their weight measure system, which is composed
of ratl (equals twelve uqiyyah), uqiyyah (equals 40 dirhams), nash
(equals 20 dirhams or one-half uqiyyah), and nawat (equals five
dirhams). 3
The Prophet pbuh said
"The weight [measurement system] is that of the Makkans." (Abu
Dawud)
He obligated Zakah on dirhams and dinars and this gave gold and
silver recognized status as currency in Muslim lands. They have
come to be subject to many Shariah rulings in transactions related to
civil and commercial matters in addition to Zakah and they are used
as measures in determining many values, such as dowries, ransoms,
and Nisab in Zakah.
In the saying from Anas that gives the instructions of Zakah that
were ordained by God to His Messenger, as written to Anas by Abu
Bakr when sent to Bahrain,
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"And on silver, in each two hundred dirhams, the due is one fourth
or a tenth. If there are only one hundred and ninety dirhams, they are
not zakatable unless the owner volunteers to pay."

Nisab of money
The agreed-upon saying states, "There is no sadaqah on anything less
than five uqiyyah of silver currency." (Muslim)
Uqiyyah equals 40 dirhams, according to many texts and ijma, as
quoted be al Nawawi.(Muslim)
Thus five uqiyyah equals 200 dirhams. It seems, however, that silver
currency was predominantly used by Arabs at the time of the Prophet
pbuh (Ibn Abi Shaiba)
The Nisab of gold is not agreed upon unanimously, but the great
majority of scholars are of the opinion that the Nisab on gold is 20
dinars.
It seems that the survey of preserved coins is the most accurate
means of determining the exact weight of the dinar and the dirham.
The Nisab of silver must then be 200 x 2.975 = 595 grams, and the
Nisab of gold should be 20 x 4.25 = 85 grams of gold.
Therefore anyone possessing 595grams of Silver or 85 grams of
Gold; or their equivalent money will qualify for paying the Zakah
which is 2.5% of this saving. However, the following conditions
must be satisfied:
1) The person must have full ownership and control over this
saving
2) This saving must be over and above any of his or his family
needs
18

3) He/she must have had this amount for the past 12 months,
which means the Zakah is due on the amount that a person
had as his savings a year ago and that the amount either
remained the same or increased. In either case the Zakah is
payable on the amount that was at the start of the year and
regardless of the amount that may have increased over the
year.
4) The money should be free from any immediate debts,
deferred debts like mortgage do not count as exemption.
5)
Categories For Zakah expenditure:
The following verse of the Quran has clearly described and
categorised the areas of expenditure of Zakah money:
“The Sadaqat (Zakah) are meant only for the poor and the needy
and those who are in charge thereof, those whose hearts are to be
reconciled, and to free those in bondage, and to help those burdened
with debt, and for expenditure in the Way of God and for the
wayfarer. This is an obligation from God. God is All-Knowing, AllWise” (9:60)
The eight categories defined above are the ones upon whom Zakah
money can be utilized.

1&2) Poor & Needy
The poor and the needy are the first two categories of Zakah
deserving people mentioned in surah Tawbah, which illustrates that
the first target of Zakah is to eliminate poverty and destitution from
society. This purpose of Zakah, being the most important, is
mentioned alone in some sayings, such as the saying narrated by
Mu'adh, when the Prophet sent him to Yemen:
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"Inform them that God has prescribed on them a sadaqah, taken
from the rich among them and rendered to the poor among them."

3) Zakah Collectors
Workers in the collection and distribution of Zakah are the third
category of Zakah recipients. They are made recipients in order to
avoid any possible attempt on their part to impose additional duties
on Zakah payers for their own benefit. This emphasizes the
autonomy of the Zakah institution. The very mention of this category
in the Qur'an immediately after the poor and the needy, which are the
major targets of Zakah, is itself a clear indication that Zakah
collection and distribution are functions of an organization of paid
employees. It is part of the social structure of the Islamic state and
not an individual practice or an activity of a certain religious body.

4) THOSE WHOSE HEARTS ARE BEING RECONCILED
Those whose hearts are being reconciled include persons who have
recently reverted to Islam, or who need to strengthen their
commitment to this faith, and individuals whose evil can be
forestalled or who can benefit and defend Islamic principles or
Muslims. One group in this category is that of individuals who are
close to becoming Muslims, or whose clans may become Muslim,
like Safwan bin Ummayyah who was granted safety by the Prophet
the day Makkah was conquered. The Prophet gave him so many
camels loaded with goods after the battle of Hunain that he said,
"This is the giving of one who fears not poverty."
Muslim and al Tirmidhi report from Sa'id bin al Musayyib from
Safwan his statement,
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"By God, when the Prophet gave me, he was the person I hated most.
He continued to give me until he became my most beloved person."
Safwan became a committed Muslim. Ahmad reports, via a correct
chain, from Anas that:
"Never was the Messenger of God (p) asked to give anything for
accepting Islam but he gave it. A man once came and asked to be
given something for accepting Islam. The Messenger ordered him to
be given enough sheep to fill the distance [between two hills from the
sheep collected as sadaqah. The man went back to his clan saying,
'O my folks, accept Islam, for Muhammad gives like one who fears
not poverty."

5) LIBERATING SLAVES
The verse listing categories of Zakah recipients [9:60] counts eight
categories, but mentions four of them using the preposition "to"--to
the poor, to the needy, to the workers, to those whose hearts are
being reconciled--and uses the preposition "in" with the other four
categories--in freeing slaves, in (aid of) those under debt, in the way
of God, in (aid of) the wayfarer.
The Qur'an is perfect; not even a change of preposition is done in
vain, so why is "to" [the Arabic "li"] used first and "in" [the Arabic
"fi"] used later?
Al Zamakhshari says the use of the preposition "in" for the last four
categories indicates they are more deserving of Zakah than the first
four, since "in" indicates a place inside which things are put,
meaning that these last four categories are containers in which
Sadaqat should be put. In al Intisar, Ibn al Munayyir comments on al
Zamakhshari's note,
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"The other, more important, difference is that Zakah is given to the
first four categories in such a manner that they become its owners
while Zakah is not necessarily given to persons in the last four
categories, but spent for their benefit. In other words, Zakah is given
to the master of the slave to gain the slave's freedom; it is also given
for the sake of God, to the creditor of those under debt, or to help the
wayfarer reach home."
Al Razi notes, similarly to Ibn al Munayyir, that "to" indicates
ownership, while "in" connotes the purpose of the spending. In
summary, Zakah is given to the first four categories, while it is given
for, and not necessarily to the last four categories.
Liberating those in any form of slavery or bondage plus those
imprisoned wrongly are the areas that qualify for spending of Zakah
as well. Modern day world has millions of sex slaves all over the
world who could be helped to achieve their freedom.

6) PERSONS UNDER DEBT
This subcategory is limited to individuals who are under debts used
for personal reasons and do not have assets and income sufficient to
rid them of their debt in addition to satisfying their essential needs.
Debts may have been borrowed for consumer expenditures, including
marriage, medical bills, building a house for personal residence, etc.
and debt resulting from accrued liability toward others. Al Tabari
reports from Abu Ja'far from Qatadah that the state must pay from
the treasury debts of those who borrowed without extravagance yet
do not have enough funds to repay their creditors.
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7) Fee Sabi Lil Allah
The seventh category of Zakah distribution is expressed in the Qur'an
as "fi sabil Allah" [in the way of God]. To whom is this share of
Zakah paid? The linguistic meaning of the term is quite obvious.
"Sabil" means way, and "sabil Allah" is the way that leads to
pleasing God. Ibn al Athir says ". . . 'sabil Allah' is general enough to
cover every action or deed sincerely intended for the sake of God,
including fulfilling religious obligations and voluntary worships and
deeds. When the term 'fi sabil Allah' is not modified, it usually means
jihad [fighting for the sake of God], and activities that are done to
invite others towards the path of God- such activities are called
Dawah!
These two meanings of the term tell a whole story of differences
among jurists on this seventh category of Zakah distribution.
Obviously, all agree that fighting for the sake of God is included in
this category; their differences centre on whether this category may
also cover other good deeds intended to please God. There is no
reason or evidence to prove that fee sabi lil Allah can be restricted to
fighting alone. The Quran quite clearly qualifies doing Dawah as Fee
Sabi Lil Allah in the following verse:
“Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and goodly exhortation,
and reason with them in the best manner possible” (16:125)
This verse leaves no doubt that Doing Dawah is part and parcel of
being in the path of God or is the activity included in “fee sabi lil
Allah” therefore Zakah can be spent on activities related to doing
Dawah.
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8) THE WAYFARER
Who is the wayfarer? According to the majority of scholars, the
wayfarer [ibn al Sabil] is the traveller on the way from one locale to
another. Literally, the term means "son of the road".
This form of expression ("son of such-and-such") is common in
Arabic. Al Tabari reports from Mujahid,
"The wayfarer has a right to Zakah even if rich, as long as he or she
is cut off from his or her wealth”.
Ibn Zaid says,
“The wayfarer is the traveller, rich or poor, who has lost his means
of expenditure or depleted them while on the road. Helping this
person is obligatory”
These are the categories listed by the Quran for spending our Zakah.
In UK there are two big categories that we must focus on especially.
The first one is the new Muslims, whose hearts need to be
strengthened and the second one is the Dawah activities especially
introducing the Quran and the message of Tauheed, Risalah and
Aakhirah to the wider community!
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